Stove parts diagram

Kenmore makes ranges that enjoy a long track record of top performance in cooking. You can
bake or cook just about any type of meal to perfection using your Kenmore stove. When your
range isn't working right, count on Sears PartsDirect to have the Sears stove parts you need to
fix your Kenmore range. Trust Sears PartsDirect to have the Kenmore range parts you need to
fix the stove quickly when a failure occurs. We have model Kenmore gas stove parts and
Kenmore electric range model parts. Use the Kenmore gas stove parts diagram for your model
on our Sears PartsDirect website to easily find the Kenmore range replacement parts and Sears
range parts you need to fix any stove failure. Kenmore range repair and replacement parts
Kenmore makes ranges that enjoy a long track record of top performance in cooking. Kenmore
electric range. Shop parts. Kenmore range. Kenmore gas range. Kenmore gas freestanding
range. Kenmore 30 electric range. Kenmore gas drop in range. Showing of more than 10, Back
to top. Categories All categories. Electric Ranges. Gas Ranges. All brands. Kenmore Elite.
Kenmore Pro. Magic Chef. Modern Maid. Viking Range. Most common replacement parts for
Kenmore gas range Model Oven door light switch. The oven door light switch is a plunger
switch on the frame of the oven above the opening to the oven. The oven door pushes the oven
light switch plunger in when the door is closed to turn the light off. When the door is open, the
plunger is released and the light is on. Outer oven door glass panel. The outer oven door glass
panel is the heat-resistant piece of glass that forms the outer part of the oven door. Oven door
hinge. The hinges on an oven door control the rate at which the door opens and also allow the
door to stay open at an angle. Hinges are usually installed in pairs so the hinges and tension
springs match, ensuring the smooth operation of the door. Oven door lock assembly. The oven
door lock assembly is a safety mechanism that prevents accidental burns and oven fires by
latching the door shut during self-cleaning. The door unlocks when the oven cools to a safe
temperature usually less than degrees F. It's also used on ovens with the child lock-out feature.
The assembly includes the lock and switches that detect whether the door is locked. Spark
igniter electrode. The spark igniter electrode provides an ignition spark to light a surface gas
burner. It's an insulated electrode that sends a spark to the burner head when the spark module
provides voltage. It sparks with a ticking sound when you turn the burner switch on a control
knob to the Lite position. How to replace the oven burner igniter in your Kenmore range Unplug
the range and turn off the gas supply shut-off valve. Remove the oven racks. Remove the
screws at the back of the bottom oven panel. Lift the back of the panel slightly and push back to
release the bottom oven panel from the retaining lip. Push down on a front corner of the bottom
panel so it tips enough that you can grasp the sides of the panel. Work the bottom oven panel
up and out of the oven. Note how the carbide electrode on the igniter overlaps the holes in the
burner. Detach the igniter plug from the wire harness by releasing the locking tabs on the
connector. Pull the igniter out of the oven and set it aside for disposal. Being careful not to
touch the carbide electrode with your fingers, plug the igniter into the wire harness. Position the
new igniter so its holes line up with those on the mounting bracket. Insert the mounting screws
and tighten firmly. Push the wires down, out of the way of the burner. Work the bottom oven
panel into place. Slide the oven racks into the oven. Open the gas supply shut-off valve for the
range and plug the power cord back into the electrical outlet. Sears PartsDirect has the Sears
stove parts for Kenmore ranges to help keep your cooking appliances working right Trust Sears
PartsDirect to have the Kenmore range parts you need to fix the stove quickly when a failure
occurs. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Electric Range. Samsung Electric Range Parts. Garage
Door Opener. Craftsman DM garage door opener parts. Gas Range. Miter Saw. Pro-Tech Miter
saw Parts. Room Air Conditioner. Everstar Room Air Conditioner Parts. Snowblower
Attachment. Craftsman snowblower attachment parts. Nordictrack Treadmill Parts. Need help?
Close Start Chat. Wood burning stoves help to improve the efficiency and heat output when
burning wood in your home compared to using open fireplaces. Although each model of wood
burning stove is designed and constructed differently, stoves generally comprise of the same
main components that help to get the most heat from burning wood. The firebox is the main
compartment inside a wood burning stove. The glass door of the stove is at the front of the
firebox, providing you with a view of the fire. The firebox is lined on the back and sides with
heat-resistant materials such as masonry firebricks, cement or metal. At the base of the firebox,
further fire-resistant materials can be found for wood burning stoves, or a metal grate in multi
fuel stoves. At the top of the firebox is the baffle, with the flue collar located just behind. In
general, the larger the firebox, the more fuel can be added to the stove, and the more heat can
be generated. Heat output can also be influenced by the efficiency of the stove, meaning how
well it converts the energy stored in the wood into heat. More heat output can be generated
through providing the cleanest burn of wood possible, by keeping waste gases in the firebox for
as long possible to allow for secondary combustion to occur. Every model of wood burning
stove has a set, or multiple sets, of air vents that are designed to provide fresh oxygen to the

fire in specific locations around the firebox. Primary air is typically fed to the base of the firebox
to provide oxygen to the main area of the fire, and is most useful when starting the fire and
getting the stove up to fully operational temperature. Secondary air can either be fed into the
stove from below or above, meaning that the secondary air vent can generally be found
underneath the stove, or on the front at the top. Tertiary air can replace secondary air as the
main source of oxygen for secondary burn. The way in which air is delivered into fireboxes is
different between each model of stove, including where the air vents are located and how they
operate. Depending on the design or type of stove, it may or may not provide all three forms of
air to a fire. Our multi fuel stove has a primary air vent located on the front of the unit, and air
flows through the ash pan and the grate to reach the firebox. On our wood burning stove, both
the primary and secondary air vents are located underneath, while the tertiary air vent is located
on the back, which feeds air to the small holes located at the back of the firebox as shown
below. By manually opening or closing primary and secondary air vents, you can control the
how quickly and efficiently the fire in the firebox burns through the wood. Our multi fuel stove
has the primary air vent located on the front, and rotating the vent controls the airflow to the
base of the fire. This vent should be fully open when starting a fire to get as much oxygen to it
as possible. The vent can then be mostly closed down when the fire is really going, and the
secondary air vent becomes the main source of air. The secondary air vent on this stove is
located underneath, and is controlled by a slider that is operated using a handle that sticks out
the front. This vent should be also fully open when starting a fire to provide as much oxygen as
possible during its early stages, and can then be used throughout the rest of the fire to control
the rate at which it burns through the wood. On our other stove, a similar handle also controls
the primary and secondary air vents located underneath the stove. The baffle is a metal plate
located at the top of the firebox, and helps to keep byproducts released from the fire in the
firebox for longer. A large proportion of the heat generated by burning wood can come from the
secondary combustion of waste gases. By keeping these gases in the firebox for longer using
the baffle, more time is provided to help burn off the gases. The baffle is required to handle the
high temperatures generated by the fire, but can be damaged if the heat output exceeds that of
the designed operating temperatures of the stove. The flue collar is located near the top of the
fireplace, but typically behind the baffle and above the firebox. The flue collar is where the wood
burning stove meets the stove pipe, which provides a passageway for waste gases from the fire
to safely leave your home. In our wood burning stoves, the flue collar is located on the top of
the stoves, and can be seen just above the baffle. Depending on the model of wood stove, the
flue collar may be located on top of the stove or on the back; to suit which way the flue is
heading out of your home. The stove pipe is connected to the stove via the flue collar, and
connects the stove to the flue. The flue can either extend up vertically through the ceiling, go
out at an angle through an external wall, or extend up to the roof through the inside of a
chimney. Our wood burning stoves were installed within existing chimneys, and so the stove
pipes extend from the stoves vertically into the flues located within the chimneys. The chimneys
have then been capped off where the stove pipe meets the flue to ensure that all air flow is
provided through the stoves. Stove doors have a seal around the inside to prevent any air from
getting into the stove through the door, ensuring that all air getting into the firebox is going
through the air vents and can therefore be managed. An air wash system on a wood stove helps
to keep the glass on the door clean for a full and uninterrupted view of the fire. Both our stoves
have air wash systems incorporated, but the images below show one air wash system is
working more efficiently than the other one. Ash pans on multi fuel stoves are located just
beneath the firebox and catch ash as it falls through the firebox grate. Multi fuel stoves
therefore incorporate metal grates at the base of the firebox rather than a flat piece of fireproof
material found in wood burning stoves. Air is provided to the base of a multi fuel stove firebox
through the ash pan and grate. Because multi fuel stoves need a grate, an ash pan is required to
collect any ash that falls through. This grate can be controlled using a lever on the side of the
stove, which rotates the grate and helps ash to fall through from the firebox into the ash tray.
Many stove manufacturers recommend to leave a layer of ash at the base of the firebox to help
protect the components inside the firebox or ash pan from the heat of the fire, and also to help
insulate the coals as the fire gets up to the right temperature. Some older models of wood
burning stove may have a damper located inside the stove pipe, which is a plate that can be
manually opened or closed to help control the draw on the stove. For my complete guide to
fireplace dampers, and to learn more about what dampers look like, what they do and how to
operate one, click here. Some high efficiency wood burning stoves include a catalytic
combustor as a component to help further reduce the pollutants leaving your home. A catalytic
combustor helps to lower the temperature in the stove at which gases burn, therefore providing
an overall cleaner burn and lower emissions. Thank you for this, it was incredibly helpful and
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rowser for the next time I comment. The firebox on our wood burning stove. Primary air vent on
a multi fuel stove. Secondary air vent on a multi fuel stove. Tertiary air vents in a wood burning
stove firebox. Primary air vent fully open. Primary air vent mostly closed down. The handle to
control the secondary air vent located underneath the stove. Baffle plate in a multi fuel stove.
Baffle plate in a wood burning stove. The flue collar located just above the baffle in one of our
stoves. The stove pipe from our multi fuel stove. The stove pipe from our wood burning stove. A
metal plate capping off the base of our chimney. The base of this chimney sealed around the
flue. The rear of a multi fuel stove door. There are separate seals for the door and the ash tray
compartment. The back of the door on our wood burning stove. Our wood stove glass starting
to blacken. The metal grate in our multi fuel stove. The ash pan on our multi fuel stove. No ash
pan compartment on our wood burning stove.

